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Abstract—Wireless power transfer (WPT) is more convenient and safer system to transfer the power from one end of system to another end system with coil having high inductance value. Wireless power transfer systems employ to charge the battery pack of electric vehicles (EB) than conventional plug-in system. A wireless method of charging is suitable for charging massive electric vehicle by having multilevel inverter across input side of the system. In this paper we used the 5 level cascaded H bridge multilevel inverter. The multilevel inverter is employed to synthesis of several levels of dc voltages. The H bridge multilevel inverter can operate at both fundamental switching frequencies (SF) that are higher switching frequency and lower switching frequency. Even a switching frequency is low system will have lower switching loss and higher efficiency is achieved. The 5 level H bridge multilevel inverter can reduce torque and flux ripples. The using of H bridge multilevel inverter which helps in receiver side to have desired battery without any changes in its terminal voltage irrespective of its frequency by applying H bridge multi-level across the transmitter side battery gets charged.

Index Terms—Electric Vehicle (EV), Direct Current (DC), Switching Frequency (SF), Wireless Power Transfer (WPT).

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless power transfer is commonly implemented using inductive coupling to transfer power between transmit and receive coils, this is commonly known as inductive power transfer (IPT) or ‘near-field transfer’. Near-field IPT systems operate at frequencies determined by the desire to make both transmit and receive coils electrically resonant, and with power levels and transmission ranges typically of the order of watts over 10’s cm range. In this paper IPT for body-worn sensors is considered, and hence the maximum power and maximum coil separation distance is limited by regulations governing the maximum magnetic field strength to which a person might be exposed. In an illustrative scenario the transmit coil is integrated within a chair arm and the receive coil is worn on the body, for instance as part of a wrist mounted health sensor. The power transfer between the coils of an IPT system is highly dependent on the magnetic coupling between them, which in turn is sensitive to distance and relative orientation of the coils and hence the dynamic body-worn scenario is challenging: if the system is designed for the peak coupling it may ‘brown-out’ for long periods; if it is designed for the lowest coupling then there will be periods when significant excess power must be dissipated. Additionally when one or both of the coils are flexible, a further degree of freedom is introduced as they can deform, affecting coupling and inductance key parameters in determining the operation of resonant coils. Flexible coils present their own challenges, particularly as it is more difficult to obtain both flexibility and the low coil resistance required for a high quality factor, which is important in maximizing power transfer in a resonant system.

Inductive power transfer (IPT) technology can deliver energy from a high-frequency power source to loads through magnetic coupling without physical contact through a relative large air gap. This promising technique is developed rapidly and heretofore has been employed in miscellaneous applications such as wireless charging of biomedical implants, low-power portable electronic devices, under-water power supplies, electric vehicles and even train applications. Electric vehicles include large ones like buses and small ones even like electric bicycles (EBs), and the later ones are increasingly popular in some countries such as Europe and China. In China, the total number of EBs was over 200,000,000 at end of 2015. However the majority of EB’s are still charged with traditional plug-in systems, which may be suffered from electric shot hazards, especially in adverse weather. IPT systems can offer a valid solution to mitigate the above mentioned problems and to save people from the wearisome plugging action. Thus, IPT system for EBs charging will play an important role in people’s daily life and have extensive market prospect.

Usually, rechargeable lithium-ion batteries are essential power sources of EBs. The typical charging profile is illustrated, where the charging process includes a constant cur- rent (CC) charging mode and a constant voltage (CV) charging mode.
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At the beginning, the battery is charged in CC mode with the constant output current \( I_B \), also named as charge current. Then, the battery voltage rises quickly to charge voltage \( V_B \), and then the charging mode turns into CV mode with the constant output voltage immediately. In CV mode, the charging current decays exponentially and tapers until it hits the end condition of charging, where the charging current is typically set as one-tenth of charge current.

II. METHODOLOGY

The proposed system consists of a single phase inverter which will be connected to the battery charging circuit. The proposed IPT battery charging system can charge multiple EB’s simultaneously with only H Bridge Multilevel inverter. The 5 level H Bridge multilevel gives a 5 levels of output voltage for an each cycle of input.

In the control circuit if the voltage across the receiver side i.e. battery charging voltage is reduced the bridge inverter compensated that voltage and maintain minimum battery terminal voltage across the battery. By employ the multilevel inverter the batteries of the EB’s gets charged quickly compared to normally wireless power based battery charging technology.

III. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

A multilevel inverter is a power electronic converter built to synthesize a desired AC voltage from several levels of DC voltages which the DC levels were considered to be identical in that all of them were batteries, solar cells, capacitors, etc. The multilevel inverter has gained much attention in recent years due to its advantages in lower switching loss better electromagnetic compatibility, higher voltage capability, and lower harmonics.
In the fig. 4 circuit consists of 8 MOSFET’S which acts as a switches. The bottom is one leg of a standard 3-leg inverter with a dc power source (V_{DC}), the top is a hybrid in series with each standard inverter leg that the H-bridge inverter can use a separate dc power source.

When a DC voltage applied across the inverter during first half cycle switches S1, S2, S6 triggered and later on switch S5 gets triggered and during another half switches S3, S4, S8 triggered later S7 gets triggered from these switch input dc voltage is converted into AC voltage by using multilevel inverted circuit ac voltage gets synthesis from the dc voltage. The converted AC voltage is applied across the inductance i.e. transmitter side. By using the concept of mutual inductance voltage is transfer to receiving side of the inductance without any physical contact the voltage gets induced in receiving side. To charge batteries of EV’s need have DC voltage across battery. To convert ac to dc voltage use a rectifier circuit.

The rectifier circuit consists of 4 diodes during first half cycle D1 and D2 conducts and during negative half cycle D3 and D4 conducts thus dc voltage will appear across the battery. The batteries of EB’s gets charged through this process.

Fig. 4. Circuit of WPT using H Bridge Multilevel Inverter

Fig. 4. 5 level H Bridge Multilevel Inverter
The number of voltage levels in a cascaded H bridge inverter can be found from

\[ M = (2H+1) \]

Where, \( H \) is the number of H bridge cells per phase per leg.

The total number of active switches (MOSFET’S) used in cascaded H bridge inverter can be calculated by:

\[ N = 6(M-1) \]
In this paper 5 level cascaded H bridge multilevel inverter is operation is analyzed with respective to their wave forms. In transmitter side instead of single level inverter employed a multilevel inverter. Main function of multilevel is used for a wireless power transfer even the switching frequency is low the switching low the system will have lower switching loss and high efficiency can be achieved. 5 level cascaded H bridge inverter provides synthesis AC voltage irrespective of any DC voltage. Multilevel inverter provide the desired battery terminal voltage even is frequency changes in it. Using inductive coil the battery gets charged without any physical circuit contact. The receiving side fast switching diode used to convert the ac voltage in to dc voltage which has less switching losses and high efficiency battery gets charged quickly. If use multiple cascaded circuits the massive EV’s batteries can be charged.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper 5 level cascaded H bridge multilevel inverter is operation is analyzed with respective to their wave forms. In transmitter side instead of single level inverter employed a multilevel inverter. Main function of multilevel is used for a wireless power transfer even the switching frequency is low the switching low the system will have lower switching loss and high efficiency can be achieved. 5 level cascaded H bridge inverter provides synthesis AC voltage irrespective of any DC voltage. Multilevel inverter provide the desired battery terminal voltage even is frequency changes in it. Using inductive coil the battery gets charged without any physical circuit contact. The receiving side fast switching diode used to convert the ac voltage in to dc voltage which has less switching losses and high efficiency battery gets charged quickly. If use multiple cascaded circuits the massive EV’s batteries can be charged.
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